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n most athlete endorsement arrangements, an athlete will
license to the endorsing company the rights to make use
of the athlete's name, image, voice, or likeness in various

mazketing materials, and the athlete will also promise [o per-
form certain services to promote the endorsing brand, such
as wearing the products of the endorser and making personal
appeazances at the endorser's events or other industry-related
events. When entering into these agreements, most ath-
]etes will receive either alump-sum payment or be paid on
an installment payment plan. The athlete may also receive
bonus consideration for higher rankings or success a[ major
events. Non-U.S. afliletes (for U.S. federal income ta~c pur-
poses, as defined below) face alarger-than-necessary U.S. tax
bill if these payments are not properly allocated between the
"services" component of the agreement and the "royalties"
component of the agreement.

In this article we discuss two critical tax issues that should
be considered by a non-U.S. athlete before entering into an
endorsement agreement. Some of the infoimafion discussed
may also be relevant to a U.S. athlete who is considering giving
up citizenship and relocating to a country outside tt~e United
States. First, we discuss the potential tax benefits that could

apply to a non-U.S. athlete who is a resident' in a country
that has an income tax treaty with the United States. This can
result in the United States reducing or eliminating the imposi-
tion of rae on royalties. Second, we discuss the significance of
properly allocating the endorsement payment to services and
royalties. Finally, in the last part of our discussion, we provide
a case study involving a hypothetical boxer and analyze these
rules and the potential for U.S. tas planning.

Summary of U.S. and International Tax Rules
Taratiors of U.S. Persons vs. Non-U.S. Persons
For U.S. federal income ta~c purposes, the distinction between
an individual's status as a U.S. person versus anon-U.S. per
son is critical. A U.S, person is an individual who is either a
U.S. citizen (born or naturalized), a U.S. green card holder, or
considered to be substantially present in the United States? All
other individuals are not considered U.S. persons.' U.S. per-
sons are subject to U.S. federal income taacafion on their entire
worldwide income, regardless of the source of [he income. For
athletes, this generally includes salaries, endorsement income,
royalties, bonuses, dividends from U.S. and foreign companies,
prize money, capital gains, and other forms of income. These
types of income can be subject to U.S. federal income tae at
rates up to 43.4°k, which includes the net investment income
tax. For example, a soccer player who is a U.S. person would
be subject to U.S. federal taxation on income earned from
playing soccer garner in the United States and from playing
soccer games outside the United States.

In contrast, non-U.S. persons are subject to U.S, federal
income tare on only certain types of "U.S. source" income.
For these purposes, U.S, source income generally includes
(1) income effectively connected to a U.S. trade m business
(ECI),' and (2) certain types of passive income from U.S.
sources that are no[ derived from a U.S. trade or business, such
as dividends, rents, and interest (FDAP income).5 Most rel-
evant to non-U.S. athletes is ECI, which could include U.S.
sowce service income and prize money. Non-U.S. persons
generally aze not subject to U.S. tax on foreign eazned prize
money and non-U.S. source endorsement income. ECI is raced
at gaduated rates (currently a top marginal rate of 39.6%) for
U.S. persons, and allowable deductions may be taken against
such income. On [he other hand, FDAP income is generally
taxed at a flat rate of 30% (or a lower rate where the Leans of a
U.S. income tar treaty apply) and no deductions are allowed.°
Finally, if a non-U.S. person sells certain personal property,
even if the property is located in the United States, capital
gains from the sale may be considered "foreign source" income
and no[ subject [o U.S. federal income [arc.' This may be rele-
vant where anon-U.S. athlete sells his or her image rights.

Taxation of Royalty Income
One of the most common types of income professional ath-
]etes eazn is annual income from endorsement contracts.
These endorsement contracts come in two principal forms,
some requiring t1~e athlete to wear the sponsor's appazel and
use its products during performance (an ̀bn-court" or "on-
course" contract) and others simply requiring the athlete to
endorse a brand or product by allowing the sponsor to use the

athlete's name, image, fame, or likeness in iu advertising (an
"off-courP' or "offcourse" conVact).

Most oncourt endorsement contracts, either explicitly or
implicitly, contain both a services component and a royalty
component. For the services component, the athlete is com-
pensated for performing "service days" that might include
testing new products or entertaining corporate executives. The
royalty component consists of compensation for the sponsor's
right to use the athlete's intellectual property, including his or
her name, fame, image, and likeness in the sponsor's adver-
asing. The U.S. federal income tare of these two components
can vary, in some cases drastically, depending on whether the
taxpayer qualifies for the benefiu of a U.S. income tax treaty.e

For instance, the United States generaily taxes non-U.S.
persons on their services income to the extent such services
are performed in the United States. In conaast, if a U.S.
income ta~c treaty applies, depending on the exact type of
services performed, the taxpayer may not be subject to U.S.
income tax notwithstanding the fact such services are per
formed in the United States. For example, if a professional
golfer eazns fees for entertaining corporate executives of the
sponsor on his or her own account in the United States, such
payments may not be subject to ta:c in the United States pro-
vided the golfer does not have a fixed base, such as an office,
in the United States. Similazly, non-U.S. persons generally
are taxable on their U.S. source royalty income and, assuming
such royalty inwme is not ECI, it is subject [o withholding
tax at a 30~ rate. On the other hand, if a U.S. income tax
treaty applies, such withholding tae may be reduced, or in
some cases fully eliminated. The Goosen v. Commissioner'
and Garcia a Commissioner10 cases discussed below illus-
trate that fleslring out the components of an endorsement
contract for U.S. federal tax purposes is an extremely impor
[ant exercise during the endorsement contract negotiation.

Income Tax TS~eaty Benefits
For purposes of this azticle, we will refer to the U.S: Netherlands
Income'I~uc Treaty" to provide a general overview of the treaty
azticles, which are common in mast U.S. income tax treaties."
Article 13 (royalties) of the U.S: Netherlands Income Ta~c Treaty
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provides that myalfies derived and beneficially owned by a resi-

dent of aforeign treaty country shall be taxable only in that treaty

country unless a[bibutable to a permanent establishment. Them

fore, if the taxpayer is a resident of the Netherlands and qualifies

for The benefits of the U.S: Netherlands Income Tas Treaty, the

royalties may only be ta~cable in [he Netherlands, absentthe indi-

vidualhaving apermanent establisUment or fixed base in The

United States. Article 15 (independent personal services) provides

that income derived by a resident of a treaty wuntry in respect of

the performance of "personal services in an independent capu-

ity" shall be taxable only in the country of residence unless the

individual has a fixed base regularly available [o him or her in the

source counhy for the purpose of performing his or her activities.

If [he individual has such a famed base, including an office, [hen

the portion of inwme attributable to [hat fixed base can be [aaced in

the country where the services were performed. To illustrate, if a

Dutch resident tennis player qualifies for the benefits of the U.S:

Netherlands TYeary and has no faced base in the United States,

money earned from sigting autographs on his own account would

likely not be taxable to him in the United States under article 15.

Article 18 (artistes and athletes), however, which is specifically

applicable to athletes, may also apply to income derived by the

atlilete drat relates to his or her personal acfivities as an atlilete." If

article 18 applies, the income in question wID be subject to tai in

the source jurisdiction to the extent derived from the athlete's per

sonal activities as an athlete in that country.

In determining whether the income is subject to article 18

or another article, such as article 13, the controlling factor

generally is whether the income in question is predominantly

attributable to the performance itself or other activities or

property rights. For example, income from awazds or prize

money from playing tennis would typically be covered by

article 18. In contrast, income that is not earned from play-

ing tennis ox not predominantly attributable to playing tennis

generally should not be covered by article 18.14

My given endorsement contract may generate more than

one category of income for treaty purposes. In allocating

income from a single endorsement contract among the vari-

ous categories of treaty income, [he parties to the endorsement

wntract may consider comparable third-party contracts or

other relevant valuation evidence to determine the appropri-

ate value to assign to a particulaz component. Each provision

of the endorsement agreement should be analyzed [o deter-

mine whether it calls for the provision of a personal service

or license of an intangible. Further, the amount of control the

sponsor has over the athlete's acfivities may be relevant in

detemuning the apportionment of services compared to royal-

ties.~s Deterntining which income tax treaty article the income

falls under is significant as it can affect. whether the non-U.S.

athlete is taxable in the United States on such income and

whether the sponsor is required to withhold on payments.

Loosen and Garcia Cases

Goosen16 and Garcia° inwlved disputes beriveen professional

golfers Re[ief Loosen and Sergio Garcia, respectively, and the

Internal Revenue Service (IRS) on the characterization and appor-

fionmert ofendorsement income between royalty and personal

services income, among other things. In Garcia, the IItS further
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contended that the royalty income component was subject to the

artistes and sportsmen article rather than the royalties article of

the U.S: Switzerland Income Ta~c Treaty. Urilike in Garcia, the

Taac Court determined that a U.S. income taY d'eary was not appli-

cable in Loosen. In both cases, the IRS asserted [hat the income

received from worldwide endorsement agreements should be chaz-

acterized solely of predominantly as personal services income. In

both cases, the tacpayers azgued that the income received was pri-

marily for the right to use their name and likeness. In Loosen, the

T'ax CouR held, based on the record before if, t17at Goosen's com-

pensation for ou-course endorsement cont~~acts was 50%personal

services income and 50%royalty income. Further, the Taac Court

held that royalty income received from the on-course endorses

ment contracts was 50% U.S. source income effectively connected

with a U.S. bade or business and that he was not insulated from

this resuk by the U.S.-U.K. Income'Pa4 Treaty, which the couR

noted was inapplicable. Thus, the U.S. source portion of Goosen's

endorsement income was subject to U.S. federal tax. This was a

lazgely unfavorable tax result for Croosen.

In Garcia, TaylorMade Golf Co. held the right to use Sergio

Gazcia's name, unage, and voice in its advertising and marketing

campaigns worldwide. Among other things, Garcia's contracts

with TaylorMade regnued Garcia to use the company's prod-

ucts in his professional golf play, make personal appearances,

and pose for TaylorMade. The parties to the endorsement agreed

to allocate 85% of compensation from the endorsement agrees

meet to royalties and 15% to personal services. Rejecting ttte

II2S's contention that all of the TaylorMade endorsement income

should be meated as service income, the Tas Court ruled that the

endorsement inwme was allocable 65%to royalties and 35% [o

personal services. In reaching its decision, the Tas Court com-

pared Loosen to Gaz'cia, as golfers, and noted that Garcia was

TaylorMade's only "global icon" during the yeazs at issue, the

centerpiece of TaylorMade's markefing efforts, and the golfer

whom TaylorMade used to build its brand. The Taac Court

reasoned that Garcia's status as a TaylorMade global icon, par-

tictiluly to the extent TaylarMade used his image rights to sell

its pralucts, was strong evidence that his TaylorMade endorse-

ment agreement was more heavily weighted towazd image rights

than Gooseds. Further, because Garcia had a "head to tce" deal

and was no[ required to complete additional service and personal

appeazance days,1e it appeared that Loosen was required to pro-

vide more personal services than Garcia. As such, the Taac Court

nzled that Gazcia's endorsement agreement was more propor-

lionally weighted to royalties than personal services.

After determining that 65% of the payment was a[tribut-

able to royalties, the Tax Court analyzed whether the royalty

income was subject to the royalties article or the artistes and

sportsmen article of the U.S.-Swiss Income Ta~c Treaty. The

Tart Court focused its determination on whether the income

was predominantly attributable to Gazcia's performances

or other activities or property rights. Disagreeing with the

IRS's view that the artistes and sportsmen article applied to

the income, the Taz Court ruled that although Gazcia's golf

play and personal services performed in the United States had

some connection to his U.S. image rights, the income from

the use of such rights was not predominantly attributable to

his performance as a golfer in the United States. Instead, the

image rights were a separate intangible that generated roy-

alties described in the royalties article of the U.S: Swiss

Income Tax Treaty. Therefore, the U.S: Swiss Income Tas

Treaty fully eliminated the withholding ta~c that otherwise

would have applied [o the U.S. source royalty component of

the payment and, under the royalties azticle, such royalties

were ta~cable only in Switzerland. Unlike Loosen, because

Garcia qualified for the benefits of a U.S. income taac treaty,

the royalty component of his endorsement income from Tay-

lorMade was fully exempt from U.S. federal income tax.

Planning Examples
For purposes of illustrating planning ideas based on the

foregoing discussion, we will utilize the following factual

pattern.
Igor Petrov is an up and coming professional boxer. He has

been boxing for three yeazs and has a record of 21-0, with 16

knockouts. Last yeaz, Igor was in the running for Ring maga-

zine's Fighter of the Yeaz award. As a result, he has attracted

the attention of numerous boxing brands. Oue such brand,

Boxer Strength, a U.S. company regarded as one of the most

reputable brands in boxing, has expressed interest in signing

Igor to use a number of its boxing products, such as gloves,

jump ropes, and trunks, during practice and boxing matches.

Boxer Strength would like Igor to be the face on all of its com-

pany products, and would like to use his unage to market

products in magazines, billboards, and commercials. Boxer

Strength also wants Igor to make appeazances at company

events and charitable functions. In addition to Boxer Strength,

Igor was contacted by Pump Up, a U.K. company,19 about

making a "how to" video filmed in the United States on meth-

ods of becoming a better fighter in the ring.

Pump Up would dislribu[e the video internation-

ally through online downloads.

Outside the ring, Igor is roamed and has

two young children. Although Igor was born

in Russia, be spent much of his childhood in Baly

and Switzerland. Igor ktas properties all over the world,

including the United States, England, Switzerland,

and Russia On an annual basis, Igor has about six to

eight mazches, with most of the matches taking place in

North America, Europe, and Asia. He spends an average

of three weeks hzining for each match. Igor has a lot of flex-

ibiliTy on where he decides to lain before a fight As long as the

athletic facility has adequate equipment and space, Igor is indif-

ferent to where he trains. Igor currently lives with his farnily in

Russia, but they are considering moving to a wuntry that is either

in a more cenh~al locarion or where Igor frequently competes.

Alternatively, after enduring many cold winters in Russia, Igor is

also not opposed to moving to a tropical climate. In light of these
aspirations, Igor is particulazly interested in the United States, or,
alternatively, Switzerland or Barbados, countries with which the

United States has entered into double ta~c trYaties.

Igor Pebov Moves to the United States

If Igor decides to permanently relocate to the United States and

become a U.S. ta~c resident, he will be considered a U.S. per-

son. As such, all of his future income, regardless of the source

(domestic or foreign) and characterization (royalty income or

service income) will be subject to U.S. federal tare at a maxi-

mumrate of 39.6%. Depending on the state and city where Igor

relocates, he may also be subject to state and local tales (rang-

ing anywhere from a total of 0% to 133%) on all or some of his

income. Ultimately, Igor could be subject to an effective ta~c rate

of up to approximately 50% on all of his worldwide income.

Igor Petrov Moves to a Treaty Country

If Igor moves to a treaty country, such as Switzerland or Barba-

dos, his U.S. federal income tax exposures will vary depending

on whether the income in question is considered U.S. or for-

eign source, and further, whether it is attributable to intangible

rights or personal services. We analyzz the potential ta~c impli-

cations of [he various types of income below.

Boxer Strength Agreement

At the time of entering into the Boxer Strength agreement,

careful attention should first be given to each of the activities
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to determine whether it results in income foc the performance

of services or income for the use of Igor's name, fame, or

likeness. Igor's income from using Boxer Strength's boxing

products during matches and practice wIll likely be consid-

ered, at least in part, income for the perforntance of personal

services, while the remainder (e.g., merchandising and market-

ing income) will be considered royalty income. The income

attributable to appearances a[ company events and charitable

functions should be considered income for the performance of

personal services. For purposes of this discussion, assume that

this personal services income is governed by the artistes and

athletes treaty article.20 On the other hand, Boxer Strength's use

of Igor's image to mazket products in magazines, bIllboards,

and commercials should result in royalty income.

Igor's team, comprised of his tuc counsel and economists,

should negoriate with Boxer S[reng[h [o determine the appro-

priate apportionment that should be given to the services

component and royalty component of the agreement. One of

Boxer Strength's primary reasons for negoliating the appor-

fionment is the extent of its U.S. withholding taac obligations,

which can vary significantly in comple~city depending on the

character and source of the income. In the negotiation process,

the facts and circumstances of each activity must be carefully

analyzed and addressed in the agreement. Many questions must

be answered, such as how much income does Boxer Strength

expect to generate from the distribution of Igor's image in pro-

motional materials, or how popular of a boxer is Igor compazed

to other boxers in the industry? Does Igor's fame hanscend

bong (e.g., celebrity status)? How many appearances will

Igor be required to make at company or charitable events, what

is the nature of these appearances, and who will be attend-

ing these events? What aze the allocation percentages in other

third-party compazable endorsement conUacts?

Assume that Igor's team and Boater Strength's representa-

5ves find that the royalty component of the agreement should

be 60%and the personal services component of the agree-

mentshould be 40%, and that this represents an economically

defensible allocation of the respecrive values of what Igor is

providing. Therefore, if Boxer Strength agrees to pay Igor $10

million as compensation for entering into the endorsement

agreement, $6 million will be royalty income and $4 million

will be personal services income. This income must be further

appoRioned to [he extent it is considered U.S. source and non-

U.S. source income. This is also relevant to Boxer Strength,

because Boxer Strength may have U.S. withholding ta~c obliga-

tions with respect to the U.S. source income.

The personal services income will be taxable in the United

States` to [he extent Igor appears at company and charita-

ble events in the United States, and has boxing matches in

the United States wearing Boxer Strength's products.' This

income will be considered U.S. source personal services

income. The personal services income attributable to appeaz-

ances and bong events outside the United States should be

considered non-U.S. source income and not subject to U.S. talc.

The $6 million of royalty income earned from the use of

Igor's intellectual property in the United States should be con-

sidered U.S. source income, because the U.S. sourcing rules for

royalty income are based on where the intellectual property is

used. For purposes of this discussion, assume that this income

is not subject to the artistes and athletes freaty article, but rather

is governed by the royalties ar[icle.~3 In contrast, the income

earned from the use of Igor's intellectual property outside the

United States should be considered non-U.S. source income

and not subject to U.S. federal tax. However, provided the

requirements of the U.S. income kvc treaty are met (depend-

ing on whether he chooses Switzerland or Bazbados), the U.S.

source royalty income maybe subject to U.S. tax of 0% or 5%,

under the U.S.-Swiss Income Tvc Treaty and,the U.S.-Baz-

bados Income Ta~c Treaty, respectively, and instead would be

taaced in Switzerland or Barbados depending on which country

he is considered a resident of for treaty purposes.

Pump Up Agreement

Under the Pump Up agreement, Igor will be using his skill

and fame to demonstrate to third-party users how to become

a better boxer. If Igor owns the intellectual property rights

to the video, then the compensafion that is paid to Igor may

be considered royalty income." On the other hand, if Igor

does not own the intellectual property rights to the video,

then then The compensation that is paid to Igor will likely

be categorized as personal services income.~s The distinc-

tion is important because withholding tax on royalfies may be

reduced to 0% or 5%o tax, while services would likely be sub-

ject to U.S. federal tax at rates up to 39.6%, plus applicable

state and local taxes.

Assuming Igor owns the intellectual property rights and

the income is royalty income, the income should be sourced

according to where the video is ulflmately used 26 This should

be hve even though the video is filmed in the United States.

Because this video will be circulated all throughout the world

via online download, special rules, which are outside the

scope of this article, should apply in deternilning how the

income should be allocated for U.S. federal tas purposes.

However, even if a portion of the payment under the Pump

Up agreement is considered U.S. source royalty income, such

income may be excludable or largely excludable (5%under

Barbados)2~ from U.S. tax under the U.S. income taac treaty.

ResuU
Therefore, in contrast to Igor becoming a permanent resident

of the United States and being subject to U.S. tas on all of his

future worldwide income, Igor may be taacable in the United

States only on his U.S. source personal services income.

Conclusion

A non-U.S. professional athlete should consider U.S. federal

income tas as early in the individual's career as possible, as

the stakes are high and performance and endorsement income

can span 10 to 20 or more yeazs. Regazdless of whether the

athlete or entertainer intends to remain a nonresident indefi-

nitely or is considering becoming a U.S. income ta~c resident,

discussing the issues raised in this article with qualified

counsel is incredibly important. With proper planning, most

non-U.S. athletes can avoid unnecessazily lazge U.S. tax

bills on endorsement income. Finally, for those athletes con-

sideringbecoming U.S. income taac residents, it is equally

important to understand fully and appreciate the gravity of 14. See Garcia v. Comm'r, 140 T.C. 141 (2013).

the U.S. federal tax consequences applicable to such change 15. Rev. Rut. 84-78, 1984-1 C.B. 173 (focusing on the degree

in residency status, even if only for a single year. ■ of control a foreign broadcaster had over when or where a prize
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13. The Organisation for Economic Co-operafion and Develop-

ment (OECD) generally views on-court endorsement income and
certain off-court endorsement income to be subject ro and governed

b}' di[1C]Z 17. $ee OECD, MODEL TAX CONVENTION ON INCOME

pNv oN CariTnc art. 17 emt., 9[ 9 (2014) ("Royalties For intellectual
property righu will normally be covered by Article 12 [royalties]
rather than Article 17 [artistes and sportsmen] ...but in general

advertising and sponsorship fees will fall outside the scope of Ar[i-

cle 12. Article 17 will apply to advertising or sponsorship income,

etc. which has a close connection with a performance in a given

State (e.g., payments made to a tennis player for weazing a sponsor's

logo, Vade mark or trade name on his tennis shirt during a match)").

boxing fight took place under a contract with a U.S. licensor and

whether the U.S. licensor exclusively performed for the benefit of

the broadcaster in determining whether a payment should be vea[ed

as personal services income or royalty income).

16.136 T.C. 547 (2011).

17. 140 T.C. 141 (2013).

18. Garcia was required to complete a total of 12 service and

personal appearance days each year for'PaylorMade, while Goosen

was required to complete only eight. However, the Tax Court recog-

❑ized that Gooseds TaylorMade agreement was not a "head [o toe"
deal, and he was required to complete six additional service and per-

sonal appeazance days for two other companies, Awshnet and Izod.

As such, the Tas Court noted it appeazed that Goosen was required

[o perform more service and personal appearance days per endorsed

product than Garcia.

19. The domicile of a payer is pazticulazly relevant where a U.S.

income tax treaty contains a "royalties source clause:' Some royal-

ties source clauses can fully exempt royalries paid by a foreign payer

to a foreign person from U.S. withholding taac, even if the royal-

ties aze viewed as being "U.S. source" for U.S. federal tax purposes.

This is particularly relevant where the income tac treaty provides a

minimum rate greater than 0% on royalties.

20. The determination of whether the persona] services income

falls under arficle 14 or azticle 17 will typically depend on how

closely connected the activiTy is to a performance in the host state as

an athlete. See OECD, supra note 13, at art. 17 cmt, 9[ 9.
21. As discussed above, for purposes of this article, we have

assumed that this personal services income is governed by the

artistes and athletes treaty azticle. The U.S. tae result could be dif-

ferent if the income is governed by a different veaty article (e.g.,

independent personal services or business profits).

22. As discussed above, a portion of the income paid to Igor for

his use of Boxer Strength's boxing products during matches and

practice will likely be considered royalty income.

23. Due care should be taken to determine whether a close con-

nection exists between the income and the perfoanance of the

activities. If a close connection exists, the income may be governed
by article 18 (artistes and sportsmen) as opposed to another ffeaty

azticle (e.g., independent persona] services). See OECD, supra note

13, at art. 17 cmt., 9[ 9 ("Such a close connection will generally be

found to exist where i[ cannot reasonably be considered that the

income would have been derived in the absence of the performance
of these activilies:').

24. Boulez v. Comm'r, 83 T.C. 584 (1984) (holding that certain

payments to aworld-renowned orchestra conductor [o make record-
ings of orchesVal works for CBS were not royalty payments, but

rather personal services payments, because the conductor did not
have an ownership interest in the recordings).

25. If Igor can prove that this income is not subject to the artistes
and athletes treaty azticle and is eligible for the benefits of another
treaty article, then [his income may be excludable from U.S. tax.

26. Estate of Mazton v. Comm'r, 47 B.T.A. 184 (1942).

27. The sourcing of royalty income becomes particularly impor-

tantwhen an applicable income tax treaty provides a minimum rate
greater than 0%.
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